
Penélope Cruz’s favourites at Lindex

In the second campaign for Lindex, Penélope Cruz picks out her favourite pieces from one of the spring collections. In the campaign images
Penélope is wearing her favourite items in a relaxed and cosy home environment.

This part of the spring collection is inspired by Latino culture with its rich, colourful, sensual and feminine look. The colour range includes
neutral colours such as khaki green, black, pearl grey and white as well as other colours like pepper green and mandarin red. The pattern
range features different animal and jungle prints, fringes and tie-dyes. Key pieces include tops in various colours, dresses and singlet’s with
different motifs, combined with beautiful linen and denim shorts.
 
“I love the long, red maxi dress – it’s really beautiful and very comfortable to wear,” says Penélope Cruz, model for the spring campaign at
Lindex.
 
“Hollywood star or not, everyone can find their favourite pieces here. Take a long beach dress or a pair of cool shorts with an open, knitted top
and a boho-glam bikini underneath, add masses of accessories and you have the perfect look,” says Nina Starck, Design Manager at Lindex.
 
The garments will be available in Lindex stores and on www.lindex.com from 6 May.

For more and high-resolution images, please visit Lindex Newsroom.
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Lindex is one of Europe's leading fashion chains, with more than 470 stores in 16 markets. Our business concept is to offer inspiring and affordable fashion.
The Lindex selection encompasses a variety of fashion concepts within women's wear, kids' wear and lingerie for women who are interested in fashion.
Lindex is part of the Finnish-listed Stockmann group. More information is available at www.lindex.com


